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On the basis of Prof. R. Brauer's fundamental work, certain orthogonality

relations for characters of finite groups have recently been studied by Brauer

himself, M. Osima, and one of the present writers see Iizuka [7] and the

references there. In the present short note some general remarks on ortho-

gonality relations, dealing with "blocks" and "sections" of general type, are

given first. They are of elementary, and often formal, nature and their proofs

are merely combinations of known arguments. So, no deep significance is

claimed on them, in comparison with the above alluded results based on deeper

arithmetico-group-theoretical considerations. However, applied to blocks and

sections of such deeper nature, our remarks give some rather useful informa-

tions on them. Thus, for instance, the "maximality" feature of 77-blocks is

given a formulation (Prop, δ below) finer than the one given in [71 Further,

some new types of blocks and sections can be constructed, again in applica-

tion of our remarks to such classical ones. These new blocks and sections

give thus new orthogonality relations and we hope that some of them may

turn to have some significance. There arize also several problems, which are

stated at the end of the present note and to some of which we wish to come

back elsewhere.

1. Orthogonality. Let ® be a finite group, of order g, and X be the set

of all (absolutely irreducible ordinary) characters of ©. By a block equivalence

in © we mean an equivalence relation 33 of the set X, and each equivalence

class in it we call a (SO block. With a subset Y of X, 33(7) denotes the

join of the 23-blocks containing an element of Y. If Si, S2 are two block

equivalences, in ®, the block equivalences 33iV2$2, 33iΛ®2 are defined in the

sense of partial ordering of equivalence relations; each SiVS2-block is a non-
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void intersection of a 33i-block and a 332-block, while each Si A S52-block is a

minimal non-void subset of X which is a join of 3?,-blocks for each of i = 1, 2.

Let ff be the set of all conjugate classes in (§. An equivalence relation

© of j? is called a section equivalence and each equivalence class in it is called

an (©-) section. Notations β(2), 8 iV&, SiΛg 2, with a subset S of ff and

two section equivalences Si, ©2, are defined similarly as above. A pair 03, 3)

of a block equivalence and a section equivalence, in ©, is called a b.-s.-pair.

For two such pairs (33, 3), (33, 3) we set

Oi, ©i)V(332, ©2) = (2?iΛ3?2, 3 iV3 2 )

(Si, Si)Λ(3?2, •3a) = (a?iV2Ja, 3i A S2).

This introduces, as we easily verify, a lattice operation in the set of all b.-s.

pairs.

Now, mere equivalences are naturally of little use by themselves, and our

concern lies in their features as orthogonality and maximality. Thus, we say

that the orthogonality of 1st kind holds for a b.-s.-pair 03, 3) when we have

for every 23-block B and any Ky L ε β with S(K) $L here YAK> denotes the

value KG) of Z at any representative G( e(S) of a class K (and not the sum

of values of Z at all the elements of K). On the other hand, we say that the

orthogonality of 2nd kind holds for (33, 3) when we have

for every 3-section S and any Z, Ψ^X with 33(7) $ SΓ, where gκ denotes the

number of elements in K.

These two kinds of orthogonalities (for a fixed b.-s.-pair) turn out to be

equivalent. So we say that the orthogonality holds for (33, <S) when either

of the orthogonalities of 1st and 2nd kinds holds, which thus implies the validity

of both. Now we contend.

PROPOSITION 1. If the orthogonality holds for each of the b.-s.-pairs (©1,

©i), (93*, ©2) in ®, then it holds for (S3,, ©1) V (332, ©2) and (Si, ©1) A (332, ©2).

We prove this together with the above noted (and perhaps well known)

equivalence of two kinds of partial orthogonalities, since such will clarify the
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logical structure of our proof (originating in the arguments of Brauer, Nagao,

Osima and Tuan), not only that it is convenient. Thus we first prove

LEMMA 1. Assume the validity of the orthogonality of 1st kind for (S, 2 ) .

If a relation Σ # A - / X / O = 0 (with complex numbers aκ) holds for all 7 in a

certain %-blocU B, then Σ ^ Z ( i ^ ) : = 0 holds for every B-section S and every

Proof. From the assumed relation we obtain

Σ Σ

for every L G I Here we have ΣKiD;£<£> = 0 for every K$3iL)y by the
XEδ

orthogonality of 1st kind for ($, S) . It follows that

Σ Έ

holds for every L e £ Multiplying dL to this relation and taking the sum for

L^S, we obtain

Σ Σ
ί.es iεs xeΰ *e/f xεs

and hence *Σaκ7ΛL> = Q (Z<EΞB) as was asserted.
Jtes

LEMMA 2. Suppose that the orthogonality of 1st kind holds for a b.-s.-pair

(Si, oi) tftfd f/zβ orthogonality oj 2nd kind holds for a second pair ($2, C2).

fte orthogonality of 2nd kind holds for V£u 81) V (,332, Ξ2).

Let 7, ?/ be two characters of @ such that ^ ^ Φ 2 ( ί i ( Z ) ) , i.e.

S2(3P*) Π3ίi(7) = D . By the orthogonality of 2nd kind for 1&, β 2 ) we have

Σ gκZι^KyψQίy = 0 for every character 7i in 23i(Z), where S2 is an arbitrary

(^2-section. Since the orthogonality of 1st kind holds for (23i, Si), we then

obtain Σ gaXi<K>Ψ(K.y = 0 for every S rsectien Si and every Zie3?iU\).

In particular

Σ

(We can argue similarly in case <F^i\(ΪVZ)) is assumed. Indeed, this

means Y.^^J^iW)) and hence we may apply the above argument to Ψ, 7 in

stead of Z, ψ, to obtain Σ gκΨ<K>χζK> = 0 which is equivalent to the above
X E Ξ S
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relation. Thus the same relation holds, in fact, whenever Ψ$ Si(332(Z))

As S2(Si(/O) is certainly contained in ($2ΛSi)(Z), this proves our lemma.

(Since 332(Si(/O) is in general properly smaller than (S2ΛSi)(Z), we see that

our lemma is a very weak interpretation of a stronger fact. This becomes

more definite when we observe the above remark in parentheses.)

Now, with an arbitrary b.-s.-pair (Si, ©i) we take as S2, ©2 the /-(i.e.

finest) equivalence and the 0-(i.e. crudest) equivalence in X, $ respectively;

the orthogonality of 2nd kind holds for this pair because of the ordinary

orthogonality (while the orthogonality of 1st kind is trivial for it). It follows,

by Lemma 2, that the orthogonality of 1st kind for (Si, ©1) entails the ortho-

gonality of 2nd kind for (Si, ©1) V(/, 0) - (Si, ©1).

Quite similarly to Lemmas 1, 2 we have

LEMMA 1'. Assume the validity of the orthogonality of 2nd hind for (S, ©).

If a relation Σ # χ K / D = 0 {with complex numbers a%) holds for all K in a

certain ©-section S, then Σ^xK/O = 0 for every Ά-block B and every K in S.

LEMMA 2'. Suppose that the orthogonality of 2nd kind holds for (Si, ©i)

and the orthogonality of 1st kind holds for (S 2, ©2). Then the orthogonality

of 1st kind holds for (Si, ©1) Λ (S2, ©2).

Then on taking as S2, ©2 this time the 0- and /-equivalences, we see from

Lemma 2' (and the ordinary orthogonality relation) that the orthogonality of

2nd kind for a b.-s.-pair entails the orthogonality of 1st kind for the same pair.

The equivalence of two partial orthogonalies (for a fixed pair) being thus shown,

Lemmas 2, 2' imply evidently our Proposition 1.

Remark. Symmetry between blocks and sections would be made clearer

if we should consider jgκ/gYAK> in place of 7XKy.

2. Idempotents. To each Z e X there is associated a primitive idempotent

eκ= — ^"/(l)χ<K>K in the center 3 of the group algebra of ® over the
e» KG®

complexes Ω, where the sum of the elements of a conjugate class K is also

denoted by K. To each i f e $ there is associated a primitive idempotent
δκ= ^~ ΊlX<K>X in the ring ϋ of class functions on © in Ω. It is also well

g \ex
known that we have
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Let (23, S) be a b.-s.-pair. For each 33-block B and for each ©-section S

we set, after an idea originating from H. Nagao and M. Osima [9],

The orthogonality of 1st kind for (33, ©) means that for any 33-block B and

©-section S we have

Similarly the orthogonality of 2nd kind is interpreted by

If the orthogonality of 1st kind holds for (S l f ©x), (333, ©2), then

Σ

for any 95rblock Bι and 332-block fi>. Here eBleB2= Σ 0χ is the idempotent

associated with the SBi V 332-block BidB*. (The equivalence of the ortho-

gonalities of 1st and 2nd kinds being regarded as known) the above relation

re-proves a one half of Proposition 1. The other half is seen similarly by means

of the idempotents dκ in #.

3. Maximality. It is clear that if the orthogonality holds for a b.-s.-pair

(33, ©) and if (Si, ©x) is a second pair with 53>33i, ©>®i, then the ortho-

gonality is valid for (33i, @i) too.

PROPOSITION 2. Given an equivalence © in $, there is a unique finest equi-

valence 33 in X such that the orthogonality holds for (33, @).

Proof. Immediate from Prop. 1.

Note that we can give two explicit forms to Prop. 2 by taking the two kinds

of orthogonality, 1st and 2nd. The equivalence 33 in Prop. 2 is called the

maximal block equivalence for ©. Naturally a similar proposition holds with

"block" and "section" interchanged, and for every equivalence in X there is a
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unique maximal section equivalence for it.

PROPOSITION 3. If for * = 1, 2 93; is maximal for @, and if (Ss, ©3)

= (Si, Si) V (S2, ©2), then S3 is maximal for (g3.

Proof. Let A be a subset of X such that *ΣX<K>χ<L> = 0 holds whenever

LΦ@3(ϋ0. Since Z,Φ®i(tf) naturally entails L$<Bz(K), *ΣX<K>X<L> must

vanish then. As Si is maximal for ©1, this implies that A is a join of Si-

blocks. Similarly A must be a join of S2-blocks. So it is a join of 533-blocks

and this proves our proposition.

Remark. In Prop. 3 we can not, in general, replace V with Λ see

Example below.

PROPOSITION 4. If a block equivalence 53 is maximal for some section equi

valence, there exists a unique finest section equivalence for ivhich 23 is maximal

and this section equivalence coincides with the maximal section equivalence for 33.

Proof. This is clear from Prop. 3 (and an evident remark at the opening

of this number).

4. Bearings on "classical" blocks. Except the consideration in 2, all above

has little to do with the group structure of ©, and remains valid, with a

suitable modification of terminology, whenever an "orthogonal" system of func-

tions on a finite set is given (in place of group characters). It becomes signi-

ficant only when it is combined with some group properties of ©, directly or

indirectly. So we want to consider its bearings on the "classical" blocks and

sections defined arithmetico-group-theoretically. Thus, fundamental are Brauer *s

block and section equivalences 33/,, <&p defined with respect to each prime p

(dividing g) the orthogonality of 1st kind for (33/,, Sp) was proved by Brauer

by means of his fundamental theorem on decomposition numbers (Brauer [1]

cf. Iizuka [6]). and the orthogonality of 2nd kind was derived from it by

himself and Osima [10]. The pair (S^, &) of ^-complementary block and ir-

regular section equivalences, studied in Iizuka [5], is in a sense dual to (S/>,

©/,) ^-regular sections were first called "j)-Oberklassen" by Roquette [11].

Iizuka [7], one of the present writers, further studied more general notions of

77-blocks and 77-sections associated with every finite set Π of primes (dividing

g) 33n= Λ33/>, p running over primes (dividing g and) belonging to 77 and
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S n = A©"7, q running over primes (dividing g and) not belonging to 77.

Now, ίQp is maximal for <Sp I this was proved in Osima [9], Theorem 3

and can be derived readily from Brauer-Feit [2] too. From our Prop. 3 follows

PROPOSITION 5. (IJ-block equivalence) Sπ is maximal for ©^V

We are reporting this particularly because this is finer than [2.3. C] in [7]

(where the maximality of Sπ for ©n is asserted). Indeed, the conjugate

classes of two elements G, H of © are equivalent by ©n if and only if the

77-factors Gπ, HΏ of G, H are conjugate (see [2.4 AJ in [7]), while they are

equivalent by ©^ V V Bpt if and only if for each i = 1, . . . , t the pi-ίactors

Gpit Hpt are conjugate. So ©n is properly finer than S^V V©/,, in general,

as an easy example shows.

On the other hand, the orthogonality of (33n, ©^V V ©/>,), which

follows from the orthogonality of (33/>t , ©A )> I = 1, . . - , f, and our (elementary

and rather formal) Prop. 1, is weaker than the orthogonality of (33n, ©n)

proved in Iizuka [7] by combining the cases of (33/,f, ©/>f) arithmetically and

group-theoretically, so to speak.

That ©n is in general not maximal for 23Π (and indeed Sp (resp. &) is

in general not maximal for ΐβp (resp. ?8P)) was noted in [7]. An example for

this is given e.g. by 232, ©2 in the symmetric group S4. Symmetric groups

provide also instances for our remark at the end of the preceding number.

Thus

Example. Let © be the symmetric group S30. Then 8 characters associated

with Young's diagrams

I30, (30)\ 215, (15)2, 310, (10)3, 56, 6δ

are all equivalent in each of 332, 33s, 93s (see [3]). This shows that 932 V233 V335

is not the identity equivalence 7. On the other hand, 2 2 A S 3 A 6 5 is the 0-

equivalence, as Prop. 6 below shows, and ¥ 2 V 233 V 23δ is certainly not maximal

for ©2A©3Λ©5, showing the validity of our cited Remark.

PROPOSITION 6. Suppose the order go/® is divisible by at least 3 distinct

primes pt qy r. Then ©/,A©9A©r is the 0-equivalence.

Proof. Let G} H be two arbitrary elements of ®. Let P be the ^-factor
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of G, and let Pi, Rι be respectively the p- and the r-factors of H. Then the

class [P] of P is ©/.-equivalent to the class [G] of G, i.e. [ P ] e ©/>([£]), and

^(@/,([G])). Further D Π e SΛΓAΛi]). Hence [ # ]

), proving our proposition.

We remark that in the above example we have seen that S^AS^ΛSr,

with distinct primes p, q> rf is not trivial in general.

5. Subgroups. Besides (p-, ̂ -complementary and) 77-blocks, also bocks with

respect to normal subgroups, which generalize Osima's [8] blocks, have been

studied ([7]). However, without making studies of the bearings of our general

observations on those blocks with respect to normal subgroups, similar as above,

we turn to proving a certain relation beetween the orthogonality and a sub-

group. Thus

PROPOSITION 7. Let $ be a subgroup of © and h be its order. If (23, @)

is a b. s.-pair in © satisfying the orthogonality, if B, S are any ?&-block and @-

section, then

Σ ML) Σ X<K>χ<L> s 0 mod h

(in the domain of algebraic integers) for every K^S, where h(L) denotes the

number of elements in £> belonging to a conjugate class L in ©.

Proof. For every character Φ of ξ> we have evidently Σ Φ(H) Ξ 0 mod h.

The same holds when Φ is a linear combination of characters of £> with algebraic

integers as coefficients. We set in particular Φ(H) = Σ K / D Z ( # ) , and observe

that Φ(H) vanishes whenever the conjugate class in (S of H does not belong

to S. Thus the congruence Σ 0(#) =0 (mod/*) becomes the one in our

proposition.

This proposition originates from Brauer-Tuan [4], Lemma 3, and contains

it as a special case where g is divisible by two distinct primes p and qf © has

no element of order pq, K is the class of a ^-singular element, and a #-Sylow

group is taken for ©.

6. Remarks. As the 77-section equivalence © n is not, in general, maximal

for 33n, it is natural to look for the unique section equivalence, in $, maximal

for 33ii and to study if it can directly be characterized arithmetically and group-

theoretically cf. Prop. 4 for a two-fold character of this section equivalenc.
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Special cases of this problem concern naturally with 33/, and 33̂ .

Symmetric groups were seen above to provide some counterexamples. The

other extreme types of groups, i.e. abelian and nilpotent groups are quite tame.

It may be of interest to determine all types of groups which behave tamely,

i.e. groups in which e.g. ©n(or ®/>, or &) is always maximal for 33n (or S3/>,

or S*, respectively).

On the other hand, it seems to us also of interest to determine all block

equivalences whatsoever which are maximal with respect to some section equi-

valences. Their totality is, by Prop. 3, closed under forming Λ.

By means of our operations Λ and V we can construct new b.-s. pairs,

satisfying the orthogonality, starting from those of Π-blocks and JT-sections with

varying IT (or those of blocks and sections (called subsections in [7]) with

respect to normal subgroups). Though Prop. 6 indicates that many of such

new b.-s.-pairs may turn to be trivial ones and though our comparison of (53/,,,

@/>x) V V133/)!, ©^) and (33n, 6n), made after Prop. 5, shows that many

of such orthogonality relations may be rather weak ones, the construction of

such new b,-s.-pairs will, as it seems to us, be useful for clarifying the nature

of orthogonality relations in finite groups, beside their material bearings as

shown in Prop. 5 and their actual applications as illustrated in [4].

As is seen in [7] 77-blocks and 77-sections are closely connected with the

arithmetic of the center of the group ring and the ring of class functions and

can indeed be characterized by primitive idempotents in some subrings of those

arizing from rational arithmetic. It is perhaps of use to consider the significance

the new b.-s.-pairs as above will have to subrings of more general types.

Another problem in this context will be to look for characteristic features

of characters with respect to the orthogonalities, by considering "orthogonal"

systems of functions on the set $ of conjugate classes other than that of

characters.
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